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INSTRUCTIONS FOR PRACTICE.

1899.

\l

^ PRELIMINARY REMARKS ^
The Field Artillery Drill Bonk is the authority on tvhich the jirac-

tice is to be conducted. These instruction's are supplementary
in matters of detail.

No instruments or appliances other than those approved for the
service, or ordered to he tried experimentally, are to be used.

PRELIMINARY TRAINING.

1. Preliminajy Training of the Detachment—Must be a5;

complete as possible before arriving in camp, so that a very
small amount cf elementary drill will put a finishing touch to

it, and render the detachment fit for service practice. It is

too often the case that elementary drill is taken as the chief

means of training the detachment for service practice; there
is not sufficient time for this.

The points upon which good practice depends are laid down
at length in the Field Artillery Drill Book.

Before going to practice c achments can and must be
exercised in the whole systeii. of ranging and fire discipline
as a drill.

2. Examination in Laying and Setting Fu^es—Three men
per sub-division (exclusive of Sergeants), eighteen in all,

per battery will be trained as expert layers, six of whom will

be selected by lot by the inspecting Ofiicer for examination
with tangent sight test.

Each layer should have four lays. The tangent scale
laying should be checked as laid down under regulations for

layer's prize.



Twelve men per battery will be trained in fuze setting or

boring.

The average results should be recorded on Form A, given

on page 11.

3. Section Conttnanders.—Shou\d have a thorough know-

ledge of the principles of ranging, in order that they may be

able to intelligently assist or even replace their Battery

commander. Section commafliders are at liberty to move

aBoiit their sections according as they consider it necessary

for the best supervision <Jf their guns, but when standing

still they should be at a^ntion. Dressing must be main- ^K -s^aW
tained from the flank on which the^TTattery commander is

posted.

They are responsible that the correct target is laid on.

This they shonld ascertain by looking over the gun, or one

of the wheels, from some distance in rear, so as not to inter-

fere with the gun layer.

On no account must they hurry the layers.

4. Gun Lajyers.— Requhe practice in laying at service

objects and at sem^g^i:an^es. They should be frequently

examined by an officer and worked against time.

They should remember that the same accuracy of direction

is not so essential to effect when firing at broad formations

of troops, long line of shelter trench, &c., (except for the

ranging shots), as at a narrow target, and not lose time in

trying to obtain it when firing at the former. Elevation is,

however, all important except when firing case,\W!BH ^veiy^-

thing must give place to rapidity.

Each alteration in elevation must be promptly falkwedup
by every gun whether loaded or not. When a gun hasB^Sn
laid a very slight adjustment is necessary after loading is

completed.

All men must be taught to lay for direction from the end

of the handspike, so that after the first round the handspike

number can obtain the line. This is of great assistance to

the gun layer, and also an almost certain safeguard against

laying on the wrong target.
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5. Auxiliary Marks—Show\A be used, and laying by clino-

meter practised. When using the latter, it is desirable to

have the guns of a battery as nearly as possible on the

same level, as slight corrections would be required for guns

on different levels.

In determining the quadrant elevation necessary for the

first round the Commanding Officer must increase or de-

crease, by estimation, the elevation due to the estimated

range, according as the target stands on higher or lower

ground than the battery.

In deciding on the length of fuze for the first shrapnel the

Commanding Officer must remember that the quadrant eleva-

tion is different from the tangent elevation, and does not

correspond with the range on the fuze scale.

Clinometer laying must be practised by layers, and they

must be proficient at the drill for picking up the line of fire

by pickets.

6. Ran-Te-takers—rAMSi be careful to take up such a posi-

tion as will not interfere with the battery. They should, as

far as possible, keep themselves out of sight of the enemy.

Range-takers should not be made use of when the range

is easy or the target of a transitory nature, such as ad-

vancing infantry.

7. Supply of Ammunition.—At practice this is generally

much too slow, because the numbers are not accustomed at

drill to withdraw the ammunition from the limber or wag-

gon, and are consequently slow at it when required to do so.

This should be constantly practised at all drills, whether in

barrack or in the field.

8. Ca5«a//;V5.—Casualties suould be frequently practised

at drill. It should be thoroughly understood who is to take

up the duties of any officer or No. 1.
, ^„ ^ ,

Casualties amongst gun numbers should be filled up from

the reserve,. and not by changing rounds.

9. Orders.—Orders should be at once passed nn verbatim

by Sectio'i commanders, who should acknowledgeThereceipt
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of an order by raising the hand to the forehead, as when

answering a salute. All officers should carry note books

with pencils. —

—

Orders will be communicated by means of mounted order-

lies, if possible in writing ; but orderlies must be trained to

deliver messages verbatim.

When in action, orders should be sent by dismounted

orderlies.

GENERAL REMARKS.

10. Rans,e-pariv.—\n order that the results of practice

may be accurately recorded, a range nirty of sufficient

strength, in accordance with the number and nature of the

targets, is to be detailed under an Officer, if possible a Cap-

tain, who will be responsible that the results of the fire are

carefullv judged and correctly recorded. Olficers of the bat-

tery which is practising should not be detailed for this duty

if any others are available. There is no position where

officers can learn more regarding effect and action of pro-

jectile, &c., than they can when employed on range duties,

provided thev watch and criticise the effect of each shell.

At competitive practice the officer on range duty should

not be one of the battery officers.

Pickets should invariably be planted 50 and 100 yards

short and over the target to assist range officer's judgment.

A dummy placed edge on to the line of fire answers well.

When the nature of the ground does not allow the range-

party to be posted at a convenient distance from the target,

it is desirable that a splinter-proof shelter should be pro-

vided for them, and the requisite materials for this should

be demanded.

14. Safety. —The officer commanding the practice is res-

ponsible for the safety and clearness of the range from the

battery to target, and as far beyond the latter as he can see.

The officer commanding the practice is responsible that the

range beyond the target is in distinct view either of himself

or of the range-party. No practice is to be carried on un-

less the ground covered by the last ricochet of the projectile

is well within the observation of some responsible person.
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Although the layer is responsible for correct adjustment of

sights and laying, each section commander must satisfy

himself at practice, without unduly interfering with the gun
layer, that the true object is aimed at, and that no such
error is made as may endanger the range-party or others.
No battery flag or screen is to be hoisted, lowered, or

used for signalling except by direct order of the officer

superintending the practice on the spot.

The flag or screen is to be lowered before commencing fire,

but no firing is to take place until the signal is answered by
the lowering of the range-party's signal.

When the superintending or other officer in command of

the practice deems it necessary, or receives a caution to

cease fire either by raising of the range flag or by other in-

dication, he v/ill give the command '

' Stay[iji,,£j.sLi.'

If a cartridttQ i^ exposed it will be replaced in the case, or

if a fuzed shielf is in the bore it will be rammed home, but
nothing furflier is to te done at the guns after the order
'• Stand F^/" until the order

" Go on.
"

The flag at the battery is to be^ raised only at the direct

word of the officer superintending the practice, who will first

satisfy himself that the order to 'Stand Fast" has been
obeyed throughout the battery. He will ascertain that the

range is clear before directing the flag to be lowered, and
will not until the flag is down give the command "Commence
Firing." This order will be repeated by the subordinate

officers, who will afterwards give the order " Go on."
If there are any signals agreed upon locally between the

battery and range-party, or vice versa, they should be for-

mally issued and a copy of them in possession of both par-

ties during the practice.

The range-party is always to be provided with a flag,

screen, or other distinct signal, which is not to be hoisted,

lowered, or used for signalling except by direct order of the

responsible officer, or non-commissioned officer. When not

displayed it is an indication that all is safe, and that firing

may proceed.

UMPIRES.

12. At every camp where practice is carried out the

G. O. C. will appoint such umpires as may be required, the
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senior to be Umpire-in-chief, who will carry out the duties
as detailed below.

Their duties are to be as follows :

—

(1.) To make all arrangements as to targets, ranges, and
range-party, independently, when possible, of com-
peting batteries.

(2.) To give necessary orders, written or otherwise, to the
Battery commanarers previous to the battery being
brought into th/firing position.

(3.) To take the time, award credits, record and tabulate
results.

13. The Umpire-in-chief to make every effort to ensure
that the practice is carried oijt by all the batteries, as far as
possible, under similar condjfi^s of range and target.

14. At the conclusion of the competitive practice the
Umpire-in-chtef will forward the results of the practice* and
allotment of prizes made by him to the C.S.O.

15. The Umpire will watch the working of the battery for
unnecej^atxjaQise, uncalled-for rggeirtion of orders, interfer-
ence by" the Battery commander in the battery working,
slovenly drill . &c.
'FTe^will allot credits from a total of 100 (gunnery mistakes,

faulty observation, &c., will carry their own penalty in loss
of credits for effect.)

16. Credits should be awarded on the following system:

—

The Chief Umpire should place himself near the Battery
Commander, and the Assistant Umpire near ni6 other flank
of the battery.

The Umpires should take notes during each series. They
are at liberty to go into the battery, but must be careful not
to interfere in any way with its officers or men.

*Form B, page 12.
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After the battery has tired its threg series the Umpires
should meet, and after consultation ajafree as to the number
of marks to be a'w/jfQfd, considering its tire discipline, sys-
tem and styla, aj/dif c^sc the capacity for command as shown
by its commandfng efficer.

Taking a perfect battery as worth 100, marks are deducted
if it fails in any respect, and from the figure thus obtained
marks are deducted for any lapse in drill and tire discipline

that may have been noticed during practit. \

For instance, if a battery is perfe ,t it would receive 100
;

and from this hgure the marks for mistakes observed during
practice, say iO, are taken, which brings the fire discipline

award down to 90.

Marks for drill and tire discipline must ue awarded before

the record of hits is known.

Points will be deducted for errons/i drill from the time the

Battery is reported as ready to tjro^e off from Camp.

17. The Battery Commander sliould be subsequently in-

formed, as .ar as possible, of the mistakes committed.

The following faults occur most frequently ;
—

?
(

v

V

<».

{a.) Battery commanders giving incorrect and unneces-
sary orders.

^'ih.) Battery commander not going forward to reconnoitre.

{c.) Section commanders hurrying layers.

{d.) Section commanders not passing orders correctly.

{e ) Section commanders not acknowledging orders.

(/. ) Section commanders ordering guns to fire at irregular

intervals.

^t^g.) Section commanders slack and inattentive.

•''Of/;.) Section commanders not making necessary changes
^v\ deflection.

(i.) No. 1 not giving number of gun when ordering rire.

Layers not following up elevation during ranging.
Layer not laying his gun while waiting for length of

fuze.

t

1

Firing gun without orders from No. 1.
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(w.) Gun not run up after tiring.

(«.) Detachment gunners not standing up and working
smoothly.

(o.) Gunners placing their fingers in their ea*s on word
fire.

p.) Gun fired without sight being removed.

q.) Incorrect intervals between guns in action.

at

at

LAYING TESTS (FULL CREDIT, 32.)

18. Tangent Sight Test (4 lays.)

Two well-defined objects at least 20 degreer, apart
medium ianges are to be chosen as targets, two lays
same elevation at each object, ar.^ the exact part of the tar-

get ^0 be laid on is to be clearJy explained to the competitor,

or pointed out by laying the gv \ on it. The Commanding
Officer or another officer of the battery will lay the gun and
the clinometer reading will then be recorded by the Umpire
as a standard for the competitors. The gun is then thrown
out of line. The tangent sight set at zero is in the compe-
titor's hands
The officer gives—
•' Range" in yards, "Def, in minutes—"Lay."
The competitor will not attempt to adjust his tangent sight

until the word "Lay" is given.

To lay, the competitor will adjust the sight, place it in the

gun, and lay.

As soon as the gun is laid as ordered, competitor says,
'Take post," and steps clear. The time is taken from
"Lay" to " Take post."
The officer first notes whether the ta^'^ent sight and de-

flection leaf are set as ordered, but does not alter it. The
elevation is checked by means of the clinometer, and if the

gun IS laid vithin 3 minutes elevation and ^ minutes deflec-

tion, and the time is 30 seconds- r r under, then the competi-
tor scores 8 for that round.

For every 5 seconds or fraction of 5 seconds beyond 30
seconds he will lose one of the 8.

The third round will be laid at another target with a dif-

ferent elevation and deflection under the same conditions.

The range and deflection given will always be to some
division on the scale, not to a fraction of one.
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If the sight is incorrectly set, no marks will be given for
that round. Setting to be considered incorrect when the
graduation ordere is either covered up by the clamp or
space can be seen between it and the top of the clamp. The
gun is to be thrown out of line and the elevating wheel
turned after each round.

If the gun is not laid within 3 minutes' elevation and 6
minutes' deflection, no marks will be given for that round.

The layer must use the signals for traversing as laid
down in Field Artillery Drill Book.

In order to qualify as a layer at competitive practice, a
competitor must score 20 points in four lays.

Twenty-four points are required to qualify for a gun
layer's badge.

$^

f

B
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ACTUAL CONDITIONS OF BATTERY PRIZE COM-
PETITION.

20. Previous to coming into action, a battery should be
halted in rear of the position in accordance with the Umpire's
instructions, and, if possible, under cj)yer.

21. The Battery commander will then be called up to the
position, with his range takers, to /receive his instructions.

Before leaving the battery for the first series, the Battery
commander will give the order '* Prepare for action.

"

As soon as the Battery comman'^ei' nas i'W^iVed his in-
structions he will order the battery up and proceed with the
series.

The period from the time of his instructions being given
to him up to the time of his coming into action must not ex-
ceedji^^^jninutes.

In the first series the battery should be brought into action /
by the deliberate method. In the second and third series --

the methVd 'to be employed is left at the option of the Bat- —
tery commander.

22. Each series to last for ten minutes, time being taken
from the word "Action." "TTie Battery will receive the
order " Limber Supply^ " "Cease firing" when the time
limit has "elapsed and no more rounds can be fired in the
series.

Gups loaded or partly loaded will be allowed to fire, if

fired within jaQfi^minuie of the order of "Cease firing,"
after which "Stand fast" will be ordered. "Partly
loaded" is to be understood to mean shell in the bore.

23. At the conclusion of the ^rftt flntl '>PfrOnrl^^'^firifif1 the
Battery commander will, when ordered to do so by the Um-
pire, give the order " Umber Supply," and as soon as
ready, will limber up and move to the next preparatory
position. He will then be called up as on the first occasion.

24. Rate of fire must be regular.
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25. Intervals of 15 seconds will be maintained in battery
fire.

*"

26. In series I. four marlis and in series IF. and MI. two
marks will be given for each dummy disabled by a "lodge "

or "through." For the surprise Target 4 marks will be
given for each Trooper hit and 2 marks for his horse.

If during any series any dummies shall be blown down
either by the wind or by the blast of a shell, without being
disabled, one point shall be allowed for each dummy so
blown down.

In the event of any of the shells bursting in the bore or at

the muzzle, the same number of rounds may be fired after

the time limit has elapsed.

50 per cent, of the credits awarded for fire effect will be
added to the marks awarded for fire discipline.

)-U

TARGETS.

-Target, 'x4 gun' detachments: Range27. First Series.-

from 2,400 to 3,000 yards.

The dummies representing each section arranged
shown:—

t

v'l

as

fj^j^r

I

I

o

S

I
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No dummy guns or limbers. »^

Section commanders and gun detachments alone are repre-^
sented.

Second Series.—^ column of Infantry represented by 10 /L^
sections of fours with Officers, and N C. O's ; ranges from -^"'^

1800 to 2200 yards.

Third
,<f f

^'^
^ —Ta rypt a line of Infantry represented by

45 kneeling dummies at 1 yard intervals. A i^rprise tar-
get will be introduced in this serie^r

^mmmmar

Fourth Series.—Instructional. Fire from behind cover, by
aid of auxiliary marks.

Th^aptain of the battery will be required to command in
• eitniPTffPSecond or third series.

AMMUNITION.

28. Limbers and wagons will be filled with ammunition as
.authorized by the Hanabook. Com m)|ff,din£L. Officers maj..
therefore, select their own pmiectiles.

tourtli 5?m5.—Instructional.—12 rounds.

29. The daily programme of Drill and Practice will be as
follows for each detachment:—

First Day.— I, 2, 3 series— Practice.

Second Da}'.—4th series. Gun Practice and Critical Lec-
ture by Comm^fflfflff?*''"*'*

i ,

FIRE DISCIPLINE COMPETITION.

3Q:^This will be carried out during mobilization for Anriu^l
drill undefythe previous conditions for^attery Prize Com-
petition witlj the following exceptions _

1. Only t^..,serifis-wi44. 43^ firearln the first the Battery
will be brought into actio«'T\v the deliberate method— in the
second by the direct method\^^

2. The nuniC(«f' of rounds to be'us^d In each series will be
twenty shrapnel shells. \

3. Credits will be given by the system detailed in p?rr. 16.
No credits will be given tor the results of fire.

"^"^
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4. The command "Stand Fast" may be given by the
Umpire at any time during either of the series, and the guns
examined with a view to ascertaining whether the elevation
and deflection as ordered, have been given and the guns
correctly laid.

5. 50 per cent, of the credits awarded for fire discipline
and 25 per cent, of those for fuze boring or setting and 25
per cent, of those for gup laying will be included in the
efirciiency report of c^h Bm&ff.

By order.

W. H. COTTON, Lt.-CoI.,

yisst. /Idjt. Gen'lfor Artilleiy.

. .f >.'
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